
Paper Treatment

Base Whisper White 5 1/2" x 8 1/2" Score at 4 1/4", Fold in half to create a top-folding card

Outer Frame Real Red 4 1/4" x 5 1/2"

Inner Panel Base Gold Foil 4 1/8" x 2 3/4"

Inner Panel Real Red 4 1/4" x 5 1/2"

Sentiment Strip Basic White 1 1/2" x 5 1/2"

1)  Using the largest and second largest dies from the Ornate Layers die set, cut the outer frame from Real Red cardstock

2)  Using the 4th-from-the-largest die in the Stitched Rectangles die set, cut the inner panel from Real Red cardstock

3)  Adhere the outer frame to the front of the card base, evenly spacing it top/bottom and left/right.

4)  Adhere the inner panel to the gold foil inner panel base.  Adhere in the center of the card front

5)  Using the wavy banner die in the Floral Heart dies, cut the banner from the strip of Basic White cardstock.

6)  At the score marks, fold the banner ends towards the center at the outer score, and towards the back on the inner score marks.

7)  Stamp your sentiment with Real Red ink using the sentiments from the Always in My Heart stamp set.  See note below.

8)  Using adhesive on the outer edges and dimensionals on the center of the banner, attach it to the card front as shown in the photo.

10)  Adhere a dimensional to the back of the heart.  Slide the heart between their paws.

11)  Adhere an embellishement onto the center of the heart.  Here I used a red Wonderful Gem.  See note below for alternatives.

NOTES:

Dimensions

9)  Adhere the koalas down so they're sitting on the top of the banner

*  If you don't have Wonderful Gems, the Jan-Jun Mini Catalog features Resin Heart Embellishments, or Red Rhinestones in the Annual Catalog.

*  You can make this into a very cute anniversary card using the sentiment in the Always In My Heart stamp set.

Beary Happy
Valentine's Day Card


